Do you know?
That you can suffer a stroke following a chiropractic neck manipulation? (I DID)*

Any sudden twist of the neck - Can tear your **Vertebral Arteries** (referred to as Vertebral Artery Dissection or VAD)

Check it out for yourself at:
www.neck911.com
www.chiropracticstroke.com

Is it worth the Risk?

Other Known Causes Of VAD:

- NECK MANIPULATIONS*
  (Neck manipulations may cause arterial damage*- Brain injury*- Stroke* DEATH- YES! Just from ONE or repetitive manipulations!)
- FOOTBALL PLAYERS
- THE GYM-LIFTING WEIGHTS
- ANY AGGRESSIVE MOVEMENT IN SPORTS OR OTHERWISE
- PRO-WRESTERS/MMA
- STRENOUS YOGA
- BEAUTY BOWL SYNDROME – (hair washing/bending of head back)
- SOLDIERS experiences with I.E.D.’s in combat
- WHIPPING HEAD MOTION DANCING
- ROUGH SEX
- EVEN CRACKING YOUR OWN NECK
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